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ADC cut in CDCFE for TRG data path

- TRG info from CDCFE: 1b wire hit and 3b timing, from TDC.
- ADC info: separated path from TDC in CDCFE firmware.
- Proposal of ADC cut

  - To reduce crosstalk, I propose to apply the following cut:
    \[ \text{ADC sum of three points} > X \quad (X=10 \text{ or } 15, \text{ as described later}) \]

  - Three kinds of sums are taken per one TDC hit. One of them should be \( > X \).
    1. \( \text{ADC}_i + \text{ADC}_{i+1} + \text{ADC}_{i+2} \)
    2. \( \text{ADC}_{i-1} + \text{ADC}_i + \text{ADC}_{i+1} \) (i-th hit of TDC)
    3. \( \text{ADC}_i + \text{ADC}_{i+1} + \text{ADC}_{i+2} \)

- To implement the cut for TRG data path:
  - What is the timing offset between TDC info and ADC peak in firmware?
By using CDCFE testbench with pulse generator:

- The ADC peak will appear ~32 clks (~256 ns) later than TDC hit (TRG hit).
  - Additional 256 ns delay in CDCTRNG.

- With future updates on TSF and 2D, the latency might be reduced with 200~300 ns.
  - In my opinion, it should not be the first priority hence.
  - Still something worth trying to reduce fff rate (different definition of reduced 2D counting: aaa in GRL, making 3D/NN working etc).